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Abstract 
The sequential order of a topological space is the least ordinal for which the corresponding 
iteration of the sequential closure is idempotent. Lower estimates for the sequential order of the 
product of two regular Fr&het topologies and upper estimates for the sequential order of the product 
of two subtransverse topologies are given in terms of their fascicularity and sagittality. It is shown 
that for every countable ordinal cy, there exists a LaHnev topology such that the sequential order 
of its square is equal to CL 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
The sequential order (T(J) at a point .r of a topological space X is the least ordinal ck 
such that whenever r belongs to an iterated sequential closure of a set, then it belongs 
to its a-iterated sequential closure. The sequential order of _Y is equal to supsts (r(.r). 
Sequential order is always less than or equal to WI. Recall that a topology is sequential 
if each sequentially closed set is closed. FrCchet topologies are precisely the sequential 
topologies of sequential order less than or equal to 1. It is well known [ 1,9,7,12] that 
the product of two Frechet topologies needs neither be sequential nor of order less than 
or equal to 1. This paper is devoted to the study of the sequential order of products of 
FrCchet topologies. 
In 1131 Nogura and Shibakov investigate the sequential order of products of sequential 
topologies under the requirement that the products be also sequential. They prove in 
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particular that if the product of two FrCchet topologies admitting point countable Ic- 
networks ’ is sequential, then its sequential order is less than or equal to 2. On the other 
hand they construct [ 13, Example 2.131 two Frechet topologies with pointwise countable 
&networks such that the sequential order (in our sense) of their product equals 3. 
Here we show that for every countable ordinal Q, there exists a LaSnev space ’ whose 
square is of sequential order (Y (as LaSnev spaces are Frechet spaces with point countable 
k-networks, our square is not sequential for o > 2, because of the above-mentioned 
result). 
In [14] Nogura and Shibakov construct under CH, for each o! 6 WI, two strongly 
FrCchet topologies the product of which is sequential and of sequential order a. 
We express the sequential order of product topologies in terms of fascicularity and 
sagittality of the component topologies. With every point 2 of a topological space we 
associate fascicularity X(Z) and sagittality P(Z). The first corresponds to the rank of 
multifans converging to Z, the second to the rank of arrows (i.e., sequences of multifans) 
converging to Z. If X, Y are regular Frechet topological spaces, then the sequential order 
(~(2, y) is not less than 
1 + [(G, A P(Y)) ” (44 A 4Y))l 
for every x f X and y E Y. The above quantity is an upper bound for the sequential 
order 0(x, y) provided that X and Y are sequential and subtransverse (we say that a 
topological space X is subtransverse if for every injective sequence (z,) converging to 
Z, there exists a subsequence (nk) and a sequence Qk with Qk E N(z,,) such that for 
each neighborhood Q of x, there is ICQ for which Qk c Q as /G 3 kQ). LaSnev spaces are 
FrCchet subtransverse and normal, so that in case of LaSnev spaces the above quantity is 
equal to the sequential order a(.~, y). 
Our method hinges on the following general characterization: if a is the least ordinal 
such that z belongs to the a-iteration of the sequential closure of a set A, then there 
exists a multisequence of rank Q on A which converges to 2. 
All the topologies considered throughout this paper are Hausdorff. 
1. Sequential order and admissible multisequences 
We denote by ~1,~~ A the sequential closure of A, i.e., the union of the limits of all 
convergent sequences valued in A. One defines cl& A = A and for each ordinal CI: > 0, 
cl& A = c& u cl;, A. 3 
R<a 
’ A family A of sets, closed under finite unions is a k-network if for each compact set K and each open 0 
with K c 0, there is A E A such that K c A c 0. 
’ I.e., a closed image of metrizable space. 
3 Some authors, e.g., Nogura and Shibakov 1131, define limit powers by cl& A = UaCa cl& A. 
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The least ordinal (Y for which cl& is idempotent is called the sequential order of the 
topological space and is denoted by c(X). 
If z E ~12~ A, then the sequential order a(~; A) (of z with respect to A) is the least 
ordinal (Y such that J: E cl& A. Remark that for every IC and A, one has a(~; A) < w I, 
The sequential order g(z) is defined by g(z) = sup{c(z; A): A c X, J: E ~12~ A}. 
Consequently, g(X) = supzEx a(z). 
Proposition 1.1. Zf IC E ~12, A, then 
o(x;A) = min 
cl;; A3z,-z 
lim~f(~(~,,; A) -I- 1) (1.1) 
Proof. Let (zn) be a sequence on cl$, A converging to 2. Denote (Y, = ~(r,; A) and 
cr = lim inf, (a, + 1). Then there exists a subsequence (znk) such that Q = supk ((Y,, + I), 
hence 
2 E clseq u cl:;” A c cl,eq u cl& A = cl&, A, 
L P<ff 
so that a(~; A) < cy. On the other hand, if a(~; A) = Q, then by definition there 
exists a sequence (z,) converging to 2 and such that a = lim,(a(z,;A) + 1) with 
a(zn;A) < o(x;A). 0 
Consider the set UnEW N” of finite sequences valued in N ordered by inclusion (de- 
noted by 2). In what follows, (t, s) denotes the concatenation of the finite sequences t 
and s. It follows that T L s whenever there exists t such that s = (T, t). 
Following Fremlin [8] we consider the subsets T of UnENW that are well-cupped 
trees (i.e., such that every nonempty subset of T has a maximal element in 7J4 that 
fulfill 
sEt, tET==+sET, (1.2) 
(1.3) 
Denote by 1 (t) the length of the finite sequence t. Every well-capped tree T admits 
the unique rank function: 
r(t) = r(t;T) = min Q E Ord: .z,r(s) < a: . 
{ 1 
If T is a well-capped tree in lJnEW N” fulfilling (1.2) and (1.3), then 
t E maxT ==+ r(t) = 0, t $ maxT * r(t) = I”,;(‘.(& n) + 1). (1.4) 
Of course, if a tree T is monotone, 5 i.e., has the property that for every t $ maxT, 
the sequence r(t, n) is increasing, then 
7-(t) = lF(r(t, n) + 1). (1.5) 
’ In other words, T considered with the inverse order is well-founded 
5 Each tree includes a monotone tree of the same rank. 
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From now on we understand by a tree a well-capped tree in UnEM N” fulfilling (1.2), 
(1.3). The elements of a tree are called indices. By a subtree we understand a subset of 
a tree which is a tree in the above sense. 
For each o < WI, there exists a tree T of rank a (i.e., r(0;T) = a) [B]. 
Let T be a tree. We define on T the irreducible convergence: limk tk = t if and only 
if for almost all k, either i& = t or tk = (t, nk) with limk nk = 00. This convergence is 
Urysohn. 6 The associated topology, 7 i.e., the finest topology coarser than the irreducible 
convergence is called the irreducible topology. 
An Urysohn convergence on T is said to be admissible if it is coarser than the irre- 
ducible convergence and if for every t E T \ max T, one has limk tk = t implies that 
tl, 2 t and if moreover (tk) is such that tk 2 (t, nk), then liml, nk = cc and 
limpf (r(tk) + 1) = r(t). (1.6) 
The topology associated with an admissible convergence is called admissible. Of course, 
if r(0) < wu, then the only admissible convergence is that irreducible. 
Because of (1.6) and (1.4), for every t in a monotone tree T equipped with the 
irreducible topology, 
g(t; maxT) = r(t; T). (1.7) 
A multisequence in X is a mapping f : maxT + X, where T is a tree. An extended 
multisequence in X is a map from a tree T to X; the extension of f is f : T -+ X such that 
f(t) = f(t) for every t E max T. We shall use the term multisequence also for extended 
multisequences if no confusion is probable. ’ The rank r(f) of a multisequence f is, 
by definition, the rank of the underlying tree. The initial restriction of a multisequence 
f : T -+ X is the restriction of f to a subtree S of T. 
An (extended) multisequence g : S -+ X is a transmultisequence of f : T + X if there 
exists a mapping h : S + T such that g = f o h and 
h(0) = 0, (1.8) 
VS h(s,n) J (h(s),mn) with l$m, = co, (1.9) 
h(max S) c max T. (1.10) 
A submultisequence of f : T -+ X is a transmultisequence such that 
s’s h(s,n) = (h(s),m,) with l$tm, = co. (1.11) 
An (extended) multisequence f : T + X, valued in a topological space X, converges 
to a point 5 if for every t E T\maxT, lim, f (t, n) = f(t) and z = f (0). The sequential 
6A sequence convergence is Urysohn if limn z, = z and limk nk = co imply limb znk = 2 and, if a 
sequence does not converge to x, then there exists a subsequence such that none of its subsequences converges 
to z. 
’ The associated topologies of Urysohn convergence with the unicity of limits are sequential [lo]. 
’ We are grateful to Professor A. Kato for having drawn our attention to [2,1 I] were (extended) multisequences 
with some extra topological properties were introduced. 
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order of a convergent multisequence f is defined by c(f) = a(f(0); f(maxT)). The 
sequential order g(f) is always less than or equal to the rank r(f). 
An injective convergent multisequence f : T + X is said to be irreducible (respec- 
tively admissible) if the initial convergence on T with respect to f is irreducible (respec- 
tively admissible). 
One might suspect that if a(z, A) = a!, then there exists an irreducible multisequence 
f : max T ---) A that converges to 2 and such that r(f) = Q. This is in general not the 
case. 
Example 1.2. A point of sequential order wo with no irreducible multisequence of 
rank > 1 converging to it. Let T be a tree of rank wo. Define limk tk = 0 whenever for 
almost each Ic, either tl, = 0 or tl, 3 nk, hml, 721, = 00 and there exists m E N such 
that l(tk) < m; if t # 0, then limk tk = t whenever for almost each Ic, either tk = t or 
tk = (t, nk), limk nk = co. This is an admissible convergence. 
A set P is an open neighborhood of 0 if and only if there is h : W + N such that 
lim, h(n) = 0;) and {t: t 2 n + l(t) ,< h(n)} c P and for each t E P \ maxT, there 
is n(t) with {(t,n): n 3 n(t)} c P. 
Since the topology is coarser than the irreducible topology of T, the sequential order 
a(0; max T) < wg. On the other hand, the sequential order is not finite: if f : S -+ T 
were a monotone multisequence of rank m < wg with f (max 5’) c max T and converging 
to 0, then there would exist Ic < wo such that Z(f(n)) < k; hence for each s E S and 
s 2 n, one has 
l(f(s)) < Z(f(n)) + r(n;S) < k + m - 1 < WO. 
There is no irreducible multisequence converging to 0 and of rank greater than 1. 
Suppose that f : S -+ T is a monotone multisequence with lim, f(n) = 0. Then there is 
m < wg such that supn l(f(n)) < , m, consequently for each k E N, l(f(n, k)) < m + 1, 
so that lim, f(n, n) = 0 contradicting irreducibility. 
Theorem 1.3. lfa(z,A) = a, then there exists a monotone admissible multisequence 
f : max T + A that converges to x and such that r(f) = a. 
Proof. If a(~; A) = 0, then z E A and thus f(0) = 5 constitutes a multisequence of 
rank 0. If a(~; A) = 1, then z E clseq A \ A; hence there is a sequence (f(n)) on A 
converging to x and such that f(n) # f(m) f or n # m. Let LY > 1 and assume that the 
theorem holds for all p < (I: and a(~; A) = cr. Then there exists an injective sequence 
(zn) that converges to x and such that (a(~,; A)) is monotone and lim,(a(z,; A)+ 1) = 
cy. Because X is a Hausdorff space, there is a sequence (P,), of mutually disjoint 
neighborhoods of (z,), respectively and, by the inductive assumption, for each n, there 
exists a monotone admissible multisequence fn on T, = {t: (n, t) E T} that converges 
to z, such that r(fn) = (T(z,; A) and fn(maxT,) c A n P,. 
We define the extended multisequence 
f:{0}UU((n,t): JET,} +X 
n 
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by putting f(0) = x, f(n) = z, and f(n, t) = fn(t) f or each t E Tn. This multisequence 
is injective and, of course, r(f) = a’. By construction, the sequence convergence on f is 
coarser than the irreducible convergence. Moreover, each sequence converging to f(n) 
is eventually in P,, so that to see that it is an admissible convergence, it is enough to 
consider the case where f(tk) converges to f(a), tk 3 nk with limknk = oo. Then 
o(f(tk);A) = r(tk) < r(nk) and thus by (1.1) and (1.5), 
o(f(0);A) < lim?f (r(tk) + 1) 6 liminf (r(nk) + 1) = r(t) = c(f(s);A), 
thus (1.6) holds so that the convergence is admissible. 
Corollary 1.4. If a(~; A) < wg, then there exists an irreducible multisequence f on A 
converging to J: and such that u(f) = r(f) = a(~; A). 
2. Multifans and arrows 
A convergent multisequence f : T + X is called a multifan if for each t of even 
length in T\max T, one has f(t, n) = f(t) f or each n E N. A convergent multisequence 
f : T + X is said to be an arrow if for every t in T \ max T of odd length, one has 
f(t, n) = f(t) for each n E N. In other words, f is an arrow if for each n, the restriction 
of f to T, := {s: (n,s) E T} IS a multifan. A multifan (respectively arrow) f : T + X 
is injective if it is injective modulo the equivalence relation: if t is of even (respectively 
odd) length in T \ max T, then t - (t, m) for every m E N. Let f : T + X be a multifan 
and R the subtree of T obtained by removing all maximal indices of odd length. If 
f : R + X is injective, then we define its fascicularity X(f) as the rank ~(0; R). 
Similarly, if f : T + X is an arrow and if f restricted to the subtree R of T obtained 
by removing all maximal indices of even length is injective, then we define its sagittality 
p(f) as the rank ~(0; R). If R = 8, then we convene that p(p) = - 1. 
Consequently, if f is a multifan and if g is an arrow, then 
W) G T(f) G 1 + X(f), P(g) 6 r(s) G 1 + Pkl). (2.1) 
If f is a monotone multifan (i.e., if the corresponding tree is monotone) and fn is its 
nth arrow, then X(f) = lim,(p(fn) + 1); if y is a monotone arrow and gn is its nth 
multifan, then p(f) = lim,(X(fn) + 1). 
An injective multifan f : T + X is untraversable if for every t of even length, and each 
tk 7 (t, nk) such that limk f(tk) = f(t), the sequence (nk) is bounded. In particular, 
a fan is untraversable if no sequence (.r(,P,k,J)P with nP tending to cc converges to x. 
Untraversable fans are frequently denoted by S,. 
The fasciculariq X(x) of a point t is the least upper bound of X(f) of all the 
untraversable multifans f converging to x. The sagittality p(x) is the least upper 
bound of p(g) of all the untraversable arrows g converging to 1~. These bounds do 
not change if we consider only the monotone untraversable multifans and arrows. There- 
fore and because every untraversable multifan is composed of untraversable arrows, 
P(X) + 1 3 X(J). 
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3. Lower bounds for regular topologies 
We say that a multisequence f : T -+ X is transversally closed if for each t E T \ 
maxT, tk 2 (t,nk) such that limk f(tk) = z and limk nk = cc implies that x = 
f(t). 
It follows from [ 15, Theorem 3.81 of Nogura and Tanaka that for each untraversable 
fan (z(,,k)) converging to x in a regular FrCchet space, there exists a mapping h : N ---f N 
such that {cc}U{z(,,~): k 3 h(n), n E N} is closed. For fans closedness and transversal 
closedness coincide. Although the following theorem assures only the transversal closed- 
ness of a submultifan, the submultifan constructed in the proof is such that the proof 
extends the above quoted theorem of Nogura and Tanaka. 
Theorem 3.1. Each untraversable multifan in a regular Fre’chet space includes a 
transversally closed submultifan. 
Proof. Let f : T -+ X be such a multifan. It is enough to show that there exists a 
neighborhood Q of f(0) such that the restriction f : f-(Q) -+ X has the property 
tk 2 nk. lipnk = cc and lipf(tk) = x ===s s = f(s), 
and then to induce on the rank of t E T. 
Suppose that on the contrary, for every closed neighborhood Q of f(0), there exist 
tz r] ny such that (nf) converges to CC, f(tf) converges to ZQ and .EQ # f(0). %NX 
2-Q E Q, we have 
f(8) E cl {JQ: clQ = Q E N(f(fJ))} 
and, by Frechetness, there is a sequence 2, = XQm converging to f(0). Therefore for 
each m, there exists I;(m) such that if IC > k(m), then nfVn > m. Let tcrn,k) = tfTrL. By 
Frechetness, there is a sequence (t~mp,~pl) with lim,m, = cc and lim,f(t(mp3kpj) = 
f (0). But 
711p < nZrnP P and nzP”” C &,kp) 
which is impossible because f is untraversable. 0 
By definition (f @g)(t) = (f(t),g(t)). 
Lemma 3.2. Let X, Y be regular FrPchet spaces. If f : T -+ X is an untraversable 
multifan at s and g : S --) Y is an untraversable arrow at y, then there exist a tree R, a 
submultifan fo : R --f X of an initial restriction off and a subarrow go : R - Y of an 
initial restriction of g such that the diagonal multisequence fo 8 go fulfills 
o(fo @ 90) 2 1 + (W A P(9)). (3.1) 
Proof. We shall induce on ai = X(f) A p(g). If c1 = -1, then p(g) = -1, hence 
r(g) = 0; we put go = g and define fo as the initial restriction of rank 0 of f. Then 
fl(fo C9 90) 3 0. 
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If cr = 0, then p(g) 3 1 and X(f) = 0; take for go the initial restriction of rank 1 of 
g and put f,~ = f. 
Let a > 0 and suppose that the property holds for each /? < a. By definition, there exist 
sequences (nk) in T and (mk) in S such that ok = r(nk; f)Ar(mk;g) fulfills liml,(ok+ 
1) = cr. By inductive assumption, for each k E N, there exists a tree &, a subarrow 
fa,k : & --) X of an initial IX%iCtiOn of fk : Tk + X (where Tk = {t: (nk, t) E T} and 
fk(t) = f(nk,t)) d an a submultifan g&k : Rk 3 Y of an initial restriction of gk : Sk + Y 
(where Sk = {S: (mk, S) E s} and gk(s) = g(mk, S)) such that 
fl(.fO,k @ gO,k) 3 1 + (r(fk) A T(gk)) = 1 + ak. 
We define 
R = {@} U {(k, r): T E Rk, k E N}, 
h(k) = nk, h(k, ?-) = hk(r) (where hk : & + Tk is such that fO,k = &Oh& Z(k) = mk, 
Z(k, ?-) = lk(r) (where 11, : RI, --f Sk iS such that Q&k = C& 0 lk). 
By Theorem 3.1, there exists a submultifan fi : P + X of fa : R + X such that fi 
is transversally closed. Let x: P --+ R be such that fi = f o x and put gi = go o h. 
Therefore 
fl(f~ @ 91) = lit$~(fo,i;C,, @ fO,hCn)) + l>, (3.2) 
hence by inductive assumption, ~~(fi @ gi) 2 liml, (1 + Qk + 1). Now if 0 < Q < we, then 
~~=CL:-lfor~mostk,if~=~~,thenlim~(l+~l,+1)=~~=1+~~~dfinallyif 
N 3 ~0, for almost all k, one has 1 + ok = ok and limk(ak + 1) = Q. Therefore (3.2) 
holds. 0 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.2, we have 
Theorem 3.3. If X and Y are regular Fre’chet spaces, then 
a(? Y) 3 1 + [(X(x) A P(Y)) v (P(Z) A X(Y))]. (3.3) 
4. Transverse and sequentially transverse topologies 
An upper bound for the sequential order of products is given in Section 5 in the case 
of subtransverse topologies that we define below. A topology is transverse if for every 
injective sequence (zn) converging to 5, there exists a sequence Qn with Qn E N(z,) 
such that 
i.e., for each Q E N(z) there exists nQ E N with Qn C Q for 72 > nQ. A topology 
is subtransverse if for every injective sequence (z~) converging to z, there exists a 
subsequence (nk) and a sequence Qk with Qk E ti(z,,) such that limk Qk = 2. 
A convergent bisequence 
x(n,k) - zn - 5 
k n 
(4.1) 
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with lim, ~:(~,k,) = 2 for every sequence (kn) is called transverse. One observes that 
the topology induced on such a bisequence is first-countable. A topology is sequentially 
transverse if for every convergent injective bisequence, there exists f : N ---f W such that 
the bisequence restricted to z(,_~) such that k 2 f(n) for all n is transverse. A topol- 
ogy is sequentially subtransverse if every convergent bisequence admits a transverse 
subbisequence. 
In [ 161 Popov and RanEin say that a topological space X is a @-space if for every AcX 
and for each z E cl A, there exists a sequence ( Qn) of open sets such that lim, Qn = 5 
and Qn n A # 0 for each n. In [4, Proposition 71 it is shown that a topological space is 
a @-space if and only if it is a sequential subtransverse space. 
Each sequential sequentially subtransverse space is Frkchet. The Simon topology 
(Proposition 4.2) is an example of a Frkchet not sequentially subtransverse space. On the 
other hand, 
Proposition 4.1. Each Fdchet space with a point countable k-network is sequentially 
transverse. 
This fact follows from [13, Lemma 2.61 where Nogura and Shibakov prove (more than 
they announce) that in each FrCchet space with a point countable k-network for every 
convergent bisequence (4.1), there exists h : N + N such that 
1x1 u {Gl: n E N} u {x(~,~): k b h(n), 72 E N} 
is compact and the points of the form ZC(%,~) are isolated in it. 
Example 4.4 shows that there exist Frkchet transverse topologies without a point count- 
able k-network. It is shown in a forthcoming paper [4, Example 91 that the C-product 
of uncountably many copies of the discrete two-point space is a Frechet sequentially 
subtransverse not subtransverse space. Proposition 10 in [4] implies the existence of 
subtransverse not transverse spaces. 
Recall that a closed continuous image of a metrizable space is called a LuSnev space. 
It is known that every LaSnev space is a FrCchet space with a point countable k-network 
[6]. In [16] Popov and RanCin show that each LaSnev space is subtransverse. Unaware 
of their result, we have proved (Proposition 4.3) that LaSnev spaces are transverse. 
A compact Frkchet topology whose square is not Frechet is called a Simon topology. 
The existence of Simon topologies is proved in [17]. 
Proposition 4.2. Each Simon topology is not sequentially subtransverse. 
Proof. Let X, Y be Simon topological spaces. Since X x Y is not FrCchet, there exists 
in it an irreducible convergent bisequence (4.1). Of course, its every subbisequence is 
irreducible. Now for almost every n, either x, # x or yn # y. Thus assuming that there 
are infinitely many n for which Z, # x, we extract the corresponding subbisequence. 
If X were sequentially subtransverse, then there would be a transverse convergent sub- 
bisequence of x(,,k) +k 2, -+n 2; if the subbisequence of ycn,k) -+l~ ym --+ y 
corresponding to the same indices is such that yin # y for infinitely many R, then we 
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extract a transverse subbisequence. But this contradict the irreducibility of the original 
bisequence (4.1). If the above subbisequence of Y(~J.) --+k yn -+n y is a fan, then 
there is a sequence (~(,~,k~))~ converging to y with np tending to cc, because a com- 
pact Frechet topology is strongly Frechet [I]. This contradicts the irreducibility of the 
original bisequence (4.1). •I 
Proposition 4.3. Each L.aSnev space is transverse. 
Proof. Let W be a metrizable space and f : I&’ + X be a continuous closed map 
(onto X) and let (r,) be an injective sequence converging to z in X. In other words 
f- is an upper semicontinuous relation and the restriction of the topology of X to 
{x> u 1% n: n E N} is first-countable. Hence by the active boundary theorem of Choquet 
[3, Theoreme 31, there is a compact subset K of f-(x) such that for each Q E N(K) 
there exists no such that f-(xn) c Q for each n > no. Because K is compact, there 
is a countable (decreasing) base (Pk) of N(K), h ence for each k there is n(k) so that 
for each n 3 n(k). f-(xn) c 4. Since f- is upper semicontinuous at each x,, for 
each n > n(k), there is QE E N(x,) with f- (Qi) c Pk. By setting Qn = Q”, for 
n(k) < 12 < n(k + l), we get that fP(Qn) c Pk for R 3 ,n(k) so that, by the continuity 
of f, the sequence (Qn) converges to x, proving that the space is transverse. 0 
Example 4.4. A transverse topology without point countable k-network. Consider the 
point cojinite topology on an uncountable set X. Let x0 be a distinguished point of X. 
The neighborhoods of x0 are the sets containing x0 and having finite complement. All 
the other points are isolated. All the free sequences converge to x0, thus the topology is 
transverse. On the other hand, for each k-network on this space, x0 belongs to uncountably 
many of its members. 
5. Upper bounds for subtransverse topologies 
Lemma 5.1. Let X, Y be subtransverse spaces. If f ~3 g : T -+ X x Y is an admissible 
monotone multisequence of sequential order Q, then there exist a tree R of rank Q 
and multisequences fo : R -+ X and go : R + Y which, restricted to R \ max R, are an 
untraversable multifan and an untraversable arrow, and such that f~~@go is an irreducible 
transmultisequence off @ g. 
Proof. Let f @ g : T + X x Y be an admissible multisequence of sequential order (Y 
converging to (IL’, y). If o = 0, set fo = f and go = g; then the set of nonmaximal indices 
is empty. If cr = 1, then for infinitely many 12 either f (0) # f(n) or g(0) # g(n). Let h 
be a sequence of natural numbers such that one of the above holds for each n E h(N), 
say g(S) # g(n). Then go = g o h is an injective sequence (an untraversable arrow of 
rank 1) and the restriction of fo = f o h to (8) is a fan. If Q > 1, then for almost every 12, 
(f (4 = x and g(n) # Y> or (f(n) # x and g(n) = Y). (5.1) 
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Indeed, suppose that this does not hold. If there are infinitely many 12 for which 
f(n) = rc and g(n) = y, then f @ g is not injective. Suppose that there are infinitely 
many n for which f(n) # lr and g(n) # y. By the subtransversality of X and Y, there 
are 9 E N(f(nk)) and Qk E N(g(nk)) such that 
mm Pk = x and lip Qk = TV. (5.2) 
Since cy > 1, there exists a sequence (tk) E max T with tk J 721~ and limk nk = oc 
such that f(tk) E Pk and g(tk) E Qk and sup,(r(tk) + 1) < a. Hence, by admis- 
sibility, limk(f(tk),g(tlc))k # (z, y), but by (5.21, limk f(tk) = cc, limk g(tk) = y, a 
contradiction. 
One proposition of the alternative (5.1) holds for infinitely many n, say, 2 = f(n) and 
;y # g(n) and r(n) < r(8). Let h be an injective sequence ranging over the set of all 
such n. We set fe(n) = f(h(n)). 
If N = 2, then for each 72, let fn(lc) = f(h(n), k) and gn(k) = g(h(n), k). Almost all 
fn are almost injective, for otherwise f@g would be of rank 1 (the sequences gn(k) need 
not be injective). By extending h to the effect that h(m, k) = (h(m), k), we complete 
the proof for o = 2. 
By the inductive assumption, for each such an 72, there exist a tree R, of rank ~(72) 
and multisequences fn : R, -+ X and gn : R, -+ Y, one an untraversable multifan, the 
other an untraversable arrow (for non maximal points of R,) such that fn 8 gT1 is a 
transmultisequence of f @ g restricted to {t E T: t J n}. 
Let cu > 2 and suppose that the lemma holds for every p < LY. Consider the set B 
of those t E T for which f(t) = f(0). Of course, 0 E B and N c B. Since T is 
well-capped, there exist tk E max B n T with i!l, 2 72k with limk nk = 00 and with ?-(th) 
monotone. Clearly 
1,” (r(tn) + 1) = 0, (5.3) 
for otherwise the rank of f EJ g would be strictly less than o. 
If t, $! max T (there are infinitely many such t,), then by subtransversality there is a 
sequence (k;)n)p such that g(tn, I$,“, # g(tn) for all p and such that lim, g(tn, Ic,n) = g(0). 
Let h be an injective bisequence such that (h(m)), ranges in the set of the considered 
t,, and let h(m,p) = (tnqIc,n) if t, = h(m). 
By the inductive assumption, we can extend h to a tree R of rank CY so that the product 
of fa = f o h and go = g o h be a monotone transmultisequence of f @ g and that for each 
12, either ~o.~(T) = fo( n, T ) 1s an arrow (for nonmaximal indices) or ga,n(r) = ga(n. r) 
is a multifan (for nonmaximal indices). 
We claim that for each IZ, the multisequence fun is an arrow and the multisequence 
goTn is a multifan. Indeed, since for each Ic, one has f,,,(0) # f~,~(k), by (5.1), go,n(0) = 
gan(li). It follows that fa is a multifan and go is an arrow (for nonmaximal indices). They 
are untraversable. In fact, let r be a nonmaximal index; assume that it is of even length 
(the case of odd length is perfectly symmetric), then f~,~ given by f~,~(s) = fa(r, s) 
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is a monotone (injective) multifan, and ga,r given by go,?(s) = ga(r, s) is a monotone 
(injective) arrow. As go(r) # ga(r, n), one has 
r, 3 (~,n) * liFgo(rn) = 90(r). (5.4) 
For each n, one can find a sequence (r(,,k))k in maxR with (fa(~(~,k)))~ converging 
to fa(r,). If a subsequence of fa(r,) converges to fa(n), then by the (sequential) sub- 
transversity of X, there would be a transverse subbisequence of fa(~(,,k)) +k fa(r,) -+n 
fo(r). By (5.41, th e index T would be of sequential order 1 with respect to fc @ go. As 
r is arbitrary nonmaximal, this is contrary to the assumption that Q > 2. In conclusion, 
since f~,~ is an untraversable arrow and ga,n is an untraversable multifan, fo 18 go is 
irreducible. 0 
Let us comment on the above proof. 
Proposition 5.2. Zf f @ g : T -+ X x Y is admissible monotone and if R c T is a tree 
such thatfor each T E R, f(r) = f(0), then the set 
R\ (maxR\max(R\maxR)) (5.5) 
consists of elements of limit rank with respect to T. 
Proof. Indeed, it is enough to show that (5.5) holds for multisequences indexed by R. 
So let a = r(0;T) be nonlimit and let z = f(0) = f(n) = f(n, k) for each n and k. 
Because of the admissibility of the multisequence (f(t), g(t)&, if (f(n, k,), g(n, kn)) 
converges to (f(0), g(0)) for some sequence k,, then lim,(r((n, k,); T) + 1) = a. 
On the other hand, r((n, k,);T) < r(n;T) = cy - 1; if not, then r((n, kn);T) + 1 = 
o - 1, a contradiction. Accordingly, g(n, k,) never converges to g(0). But as Y is a 
Frechet space and 
g(0) E cl{g(n,k): n,k E N}, 
there is a subsequence g(n,, k,) (with (n,) tending to infinity) converging to g(0), a 
contradiction. 0 
In general it is not possible to replace, in Lemma 5.1, a transmultisequence by a 
submultisequence. 
Example 5.3. Let T be a tree such that r(n; T) = won for each n E T. Let f : T -+ X 
be such that f(0) = f(t) if t 2 n and r(t; T) > wo(n- 1) and the remaining indices form 
an irreducible multifan; let g : T + X be a multisequence such that limk g(tk) = g(t) 
if tl, J (t, nk) and r(tk; T) > WO(~ - 1) and the remaining indices form an irreducible 
arrow. Of course, the multisequences f and g do not admit submultisequences fa and go 
that are a multifan and an arrow, respectively. 
Theorem 5.4. If X and Y are sequential subtransverse spaces, then 
4x7 Y) G 1 + [(W A P(Y)) v (P(Z) A X(Y)>]. (5.6) 
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Proof. Let CI: < g(z, y). Then by definition, there exists a subset A of X x Y such that 
a((s, y); A) = a and by Proposition 1.3, there exists a monotone admissible multise- 
quence f @ g : T + X x Y of rank Q. If (Y = 1, then at least one of the sequences f and 
g admits an injective subsequence and thus (5.6) holds. If o is finite, then by Lemma 5.1, 
the multisequence f@g admits a transmultisequence fs@ge of rank Q (actually a submul- 
tisequence since the rank is finite) such that one of fa, go is an untraversable multifan 
(say, fo) and another is an untraversable arrow. If a: is even, then because of (2.1), 
?(fo) = X(fa) and r(gg) = p(go) + 1 and if it is odd, then r(fo) = X(fo) + 1 and 
,r(go) = p(go). Therefore (5.6) holds. If (Y is infinite, then by (2. l), the rank coincides 
with the fascicularity and sagittality respectively of fa and go that have been constructed 
by virtue of Lemma 5.1. 0 
It follows from Lemma 5.1 that each monotone admissible multisequence in a product 
of two transverse spaces admits an irreducible transmultisequence of the same sequential 
order. 
If in Lemma 5.1 we consider in particular a monotone irreducible multisequence f %I g, 
then we can weaken the assumption on X and Y and strengthen the conclusion that faGgo 
a submultisequence (rather than a transmultisequence) of f @ g: 
Theorem 5.5. Let X, Y be sequential sequentially subtransverse and let f @ g : T + 
X x Y be a monotone irreducible multisequence of rank Q > 1. Then there exist a tree 
R and multisequences of rank a, fo : R + X and go : R --) Y for which the restriction to 
R \ max R of one of them is an untraversable multifan and of the other an untraversable 
arrow such that fo ~3 go is a submultisequence off ~3 g. 
Proof. Denote z = f (0). y = g(0). F or o = 1, the property holds without any assump- 
tion on X and Y. If o 3 2, then (5.1) holds for almost all n. In fact f(n) = .x and 
g(n) = y cannot happen for infinitely many n because of irreducibility: suppose that 
f (12) # z and g(n) # y for infinitely many n (say for an injective sequence (n,)). Then 
by sequential subtransversality, there is an injective mapping h : N U N2 -+ N U N2 c T 
such that h(p) = np, h(p, q) = (np, kq) with lim, Ic, = 00, lim, f (h(p, qp)) = r and 
lim, g(h(p, qp)) = y, contrary to the irreducibility of f 6~ g. 
Consequently (5.1) holds for almost every n. Therefore there are submultisequences 
fo and go of f and g, respectively, such that one of the alternatives of (5.1) holds for 
each n, say, fo(n) = n: and go(n) # y. Now for almost each n, there exists k(n) such 
that fo(n) # fo(n, k) f or almost each Ic 3 k(n), because otherwise by subtransversality 
of Y, we should find sequences (n,), (Icp) such that lim, ge(n,, kp) = y, contrary to the 
irreducibility of fo 8 go. 
Let cy > 2 and suppose that the property holds for each /? < (Y. Then for almost 
every R, there exists k(n) such that go(n) = ga(n, k) for each k > k(n), because of the 
property (5.1) (applied for each fixed n and with k replacing n in the formula) and the 
fact that fo(n) # fo(n, k) f or such n and k. Now we use the inductive assumption to 
complete the construction of fo and go. 0 
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6. Precise bounds for Lainev topologies 
As already mentioned, LaSnev spaces are normal Fr&het and transverse. Hence by 
Theorems 3.3 and 5.4, we have 
Theorem 6.1. If X and Y are LaSnev spaces, then 
0(x, Y) = 1 + [(Q) A CL(Y)) ” (p(z) A X(Y))]. 
On the other hand, 
(6.1) 
Theorem 6.2. For every ordinal a < WI, there exists a L.aSnev space such that the 
sequential order of its square is a. 
Proof. Consider the following map f : UnEN N” + [0, l[: 
f(0) = 0, f(n) = &> f(%t) = f(n)@ + f(t)). 
Let T be a tree of rank a < WI. If a is even (respectively odd), then let X be the 
image by f of the elements of T of even (respectively odd) length and W = f(T) \ X. 
Equip W with the topology induced from the unit interval. Consider on X the quotient 
ropology determined by the map g : W - X given by 
9(f(& n)) = f(t). 
Then X becomes an (untraversable) multifan of rank cr converging to 0. We show that 
g is a closed map (hence X is a LaSnev space). 
Let 0 E N(g-(f(t))). Th en f or each rz, the set 0 is a neighborhood of f (t, n). Now 
the set {f(t, n): n E N} is a discrete subset of (the metric space) W. Let It(n) be the 
least integer such that the interval 
172 = [f(G n), f(G 72, k(n)) [ c 0. 
Then {&} is a discrete family of closed mutually disjoint neighborhoods respec- 
tively of f(t, ) 7~ and g-(g(&)) = 1, for each 72. Consequently, I = U, 1, is a 
closed neighborhood of g- (f(t)) and g(1) IS a closed neighborhood of f(t) for which 
g-(f(t)) c g-(9(1)) c 0, hence g is a closed map. 
We have constructed a LaSnev space in which X(0) APL(O) = (II and for all other points 
5, one has X(z) < a and p(x) < a. 
In case where Q = ~1, substitute in the proof T by the whole set of finite sequences 
on N. 
By Theorems 3.3 and 5.4 the proof is complete. 0 
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